CHAPTER X
VARIOUS USES OF VISUAL IMAGERY
perhaps the chief importance of imagery in human think-
ing is that emphasized in the previous chapter, of raising
behaviour in the face of a problem above the level of animal
trial and error.   But once that is granted, other points of
view may be used.   There are higher levels yet of reasoning,
to which we shall come in due course, where imagery either
is not used at all (as some aver) or is imagery of a symbolic
kind.   Imagery of the kind to be considered in the present
section, that is imagery of real warm-coloured life as it
actually occurs, is of great value as a check upon this more
abstract thinking, just as actual concrete experiment is
essential as a check upon imagery.   And imagery, " a gift
as great as can be possessed by a disembodied spirit," brings
a wealth of pleasure with it*   Let us turn first to the pleasure
which a habit of imaging brings into the words of our every-
day vocabulary.    Nearly every word we use imprisons a
picture, which imagery can release.   It is indeed curious how
we can come to disregard the picture even when it is not in
any way concealed: as in words like cupboard, or forecastle,
or waistcoat, or holiday, or clerestory—in which last case,
however, the spelling, for those who only know the word
by sight, is of course a hindrance.   In our English language,
where so many of the roots come from Latin and Greek
and do not, therefore, carry a homely meaning with them,
a great deal of loose usage can occur, and vividness of speech
and of comprehension can be largely lost, if we do not at
times let our minds dwell on the original picture which
the words convey.   Consideration, a consulting of the stars ;
disaster, when the stars in their courses fight against us;
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